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Abstract—Automated program repair (APR) reduces the burden of debugging by directly suggesting likely fixes for the bugs. We believe scalability, applicability, and accurate patch validation are among the main challenges for building practical APR techniques that the researchers in this area are dealing with. In this paper, we describe the steps that we are taking toward addressing these challenges.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Software debugging is a notoriously difficult activity that consumes over 50% of the development time/effort [1], [2]. So far, a large body of research has been dedicated to automatically localize [3] or fix software bugs [4]. Automated Program Repair (APR) [5] aims to directly fix software bugs with minimal human intervention which has been under intense research despite being a young research area [4], [6].

Based on the actions taken for fixing a bug, state-of-the-art APR techniques can be divided into two main classes: (1) techniques that monitor the dynamic execution of a program to find deviations from certain specifications, and heal the program by modifying its runtime state in case of any abnormal behavior [7], [8]; (2) generate-and-validate techniques that modify program code representations based on various rules/techniques, and use either tests or formal specifications as the oracle to validate each generated candidate patch for finding plausible patches (i.e., the patches that can pass all the tests/checks). Plausible patches are further checked to identify correct (or genuine) patches (i.e., the patches semantically equivalent to developer patches) [9]–[23].

Scalability, applicability, and accurate patch validation are often cited as the main challenges for building practical APR techniques that the researchers are dealing with [24]. Scalability refers to the ability of an APR technique in handling large, realistic programs. Applicability is the ability of the technique in handling different programming idioms, languages, or even different programming paradigms. Finally, patch validation refers to the process of classifying the patches generated by the APR tool into genuine and plausible patches.

In this paper, we describe our achievements in addressing each of the aforementioned challenges (§II) and discuss related work (§III), before presenting our plans for future work (§IV).

II. PraPR

We introduce a practical, general-purpose APR technique, named PraPR (Practical Program Repair) [25], that is operating at the level of JVM bytecode [26]. PraPR is based on three classes of mutators that can be seen as a spectrum of mutators ranging from traditional mutators (e.g., changing $a=b$ into $a\geq b$) to simplistic program-fixing mutators that have been widely explored in the program repair literature [9], [14], [27]. In particular, we have adopted 18 mutators from traditional mutation testing [28], 12 replacement mutators (e.g., replacing field accesses or method invocations), and 14 mutators that are responsible for inserting checks in the vicinity of field dereferences and method calls. Table I illustrates two examples from each class of mutators wherein the white block contains examples from traditional mutators, light-gray block contains examples from augmented mutators that replace a field name or a method name with another, and the dark-gray part shows examples from augmented mutators that insert nullity checks before dereferences or virtual method calls and use default values [26] instead of triggering NullPointerException.

PraPR, besides bringing a simple, yet effective, idea into the limelight, offers a 1-click APR tool publicly available on Maven Central Repo [29]. Being compatible with a variety of testing frameworks (e.g., JUnit, TestNG, and Spek), PraPR is readily applicable to arbitrary Java projects under Maven/Gradle build systems (not just Defects4J) and even projects in other JVM languages in a hassle-free manner, thereby allowing researchers replicate our experiments.

In what follows, we elaborate on the challenges mentioned in §I and discuss the contributions of design decisions made in the implementation of PraPR toward attaining APR goals.

A. Scalability

An important goal in constructing a practical, industrial-strength APR technique is to make it scalable to large, real-world programs. Such a technique should be able to produce genuine patches, otherwise it might mislead the developers rather than helping them [24], [30], [31]. PraPR does not need any kind of complicated computation (e.g., symbolic execution and constraint solving) that limits scalability. Thanks to this fact and the bytecode-level manipulation, PraPR with only single thread can already be over an order of magnitude faster than state-of-the-art SimFix [9], CapGen [14], JAID [19] (that reduces compilation overhead by bundling patches in meta-programs), and SketchFix [27] (that curtails compilation overhead via sketching [32]).
The speed of patch generation and validation makes it possible for PraPR to apply a larger set of mutators to exhaustively mutate every suspicious location in the buggy program which in turn enables the tool explore a larger search space in a reasonable amount of time. Our experiments show that PraPR successfully fixes 43/395 bugs from Defects4J V1.2.0 [33], significantly outperforming state-of-the-art APR techniques (e.g., the recent CapGen fixes only 22 bugs). We further applied PraPR on 192 additional bugs from Defects4J V1.4.0 [34] from which the tool successfully fixed 12 bugs. Meanwhile, CapGen produces genuine patches for only 2 bugs, while SimFix was unable to generate any plausible patches, in spite of exhausting its search space for most cases, and timed out (a 5-hour time limit) in 52 bugs. Furthermore, in the case of CapGen, we observed a sharp increase in the number of plausible but incorrect patches for Defects4J V1.4.0 bugs, while PraPR shows a decent level of consistency both in the number of fixed bugs and also false positives [25].

This indicates that simplistic bytecode-level mutation could be a viable approach for constructing a scalable APR tool.

B. Applicability

Program source code contains a wealth of information that researchers might exploit to develop more effective APR techniques. However, the process of mutation and/or extraction of fixing ingredients can be significantly different from one programming language to another. This makes APR techniques to be hardwired to work with a specific programming language. With the advent of more expressive, and less verbose, JVM-based programming languages such as Java 8 [35] (which adds many syntactic sugars to the older versions of the language), Kotlin [36], Scala [37], and Groovy [38] the need for applicability is especially pronounced for nowadays many real-world projects are written in a combination of these languages [39], so the APR techniques should be applicable in a uniform fashion.

PraPR works at the level of JVM bytecode that makes the tool JVM language agnostic and readily applicable to more than 6 popular programming languages [40]. We have applied PraPR on 118 Kotlin bugs from Defexts database [39], and the tool successfully fixed 14 bugs. To our knowledge, this is the first study on repairing Kotlin bugs. A similar ratio of fixed bugs for the Kotlin systems reduces the threats to external validity of our work, and shows that simplistic bytecode-level mutation alleviates the applicability challenge in the development of practical APR techniques.

C. Accurate Patch Validation

In a practical situation, we usually lack any kind of formal specifications. Thus, virtually every APR technique depends on test cases so as to verify the generated patches. However, since test cases are usually only partial specifications of the desired behavior of the system, we end up with a large number of plausible but incorrect patches (a.k.a. overfitted patches [41]). In the absence of an effective automatic classifier, the developer has to examine each and every one of the plausible patches to verify their correctness.

Lately, several techniques for identification of test case overfitted patches, ranging from manual [30], [42] to fully automatic [31], [41], [43], has been proposed. Unfortunately, none of the automatic techniques were applicable in our case; this is mainly due to two reasons: (1) PraPR makes tiny changes to the program that is difficult to be distinguished by the syntactic and semantic heuristics studied in [43]; (2) PraPR targets JVM-based languages, so the idea of fuzzing [31] is not suitable [43]. Furthermore, we realized that anti-patterns [30] are also not applicable in our research since it is highly dependent on the C programming language.

We have mined HD-Repair dataset [44] to find the frequency in which our mutators appear in real-world bug fix commits. We prioritize our mutators based on the frequency of their appearance in the dataset. After ranking the patches according to the Ochiai [45] suspiciousness values of the mutated locations, we break the ties with regard to the priority of the mutators. This results in ranking 30/43 patches in Top-1 position.

Backed by our experimental results, we argue that ranking based on the frequencies of the bytecode-level mutators is generalizable to Java and Kotlin. Applying this technique in our experiments with the Kotlin systems also shows an improvement in the number of patches appearing in the Top-1 position. However, we emphasize that any reliable claim about the effectiveness of a new automatic patch validation technique deserves a more fundamental research, e.g., the findings of Gopinath et al. [46] suggest that mutator frequencies might be different for different programming languages.

III. Related Work

Ma et al. leveraged domain knowledge to fix cryptography misuses in Android apps at the level of bytecode [47]. Schulte et al. discusses the possibility to fix bugs through evolution of assembly code [48]. In their paper [49], Staples et al. introduce SABRE, an industrial-strength, semi-automatic framework for mitigating security problems by wrapping vulnerable programs at the level of JVM bytecode. PraPR is the first general-purpose APR technique at the bytecode level.

IV. Future Work

Despite the fast JVM-level patch generation and validation, the repair process can still be expensive for large-scale programs and PraPR can still fix only a small ratio of real-world bugs. We are pushing the envelope by improving PraPR in several directions: (1) reducing the number of candidate patches by leveraging and integrating with state-of-the-art fault localization [50]–[53]; (2) working on effective techniques to reorder the test executions [54], thereby improving the chances of dropping non-plausible patches sooner; and (3) runtime optimization for program executions.
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